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Abstract. We describe a method for solving simultaneously the HartreeFock equations of motion in the e m differentialoverlap appmximation for the electronic s t m e
tUFe ofa moleculeand the dynamical equations ofmotion for its atoms. Our approach
is similar to that of Car and Parrineh in that we optimize the electrunic strudure
and the geometry simultaneously, but differs in that we make a chosen number of
iterations towards electronic self-consistency at ea& geometry rather than treating
the electron wavefunctions bs dynamical variables. We give examples of the use of
the method to calculate the equilibrium geometries, dipole moments, molecular PIF
laridilities and vibrational frequencies of s d molecules. In the foUowing paper
we apply this approach to problems of defect pmcesses in conducting polymers.

1. Introduction
For many years the standard'approach to optimizing the geometry of a molecular
system was to fix the atomic positions, calculate the electronic structure using one
of the many methods of varying sophistication that are available and then relax the
geometry in response to forces calculated either directly from the electronic structure
and the core-core repulsion or by numerical differentiation of the total energy. Whilst
other approaches were from time to time exploited for one-electron defect systems
in solids (e.g. Stoneham and Bartram 1970), the same strategy was also standard in
defect studies. Recently, however, following the work of Car and Parrinello (1985)
there has been great interest in methods that treat the optimization of electronic
structure and of geometry as a single problem and perform them simultaneously.
The original Car-Parrinello method involves solving the electronic part of the
problem using the local density approximation to density functional theory, The
method incorporates a hasis set of plane waves for the electrons with norm-conserving
pseudopotentials and finds the global minimum of the energy function for the whole
system using damped molecular dynamics. The electron wavefunctions are assigned a
fictitious m a s and treated as classical dynamical variables on the same footing as the
atomic positions; the resulting system is then allowed to evolve with time according to
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the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion, subject to the constraint that the wavefunctions remain orthonormal. The minimum-energy configuration is found by simulated
quenching or annealing of these dynamics; alternatively, if no quenching is performed,
the method yields genuine information about the dynamics of the system. These techniques have been applied with great success to simulations of crystalline silicon (Car
and Parrinello 1985), amorphous silicon (Car and Parrinello 1988), amorphous carbon
(Galli el ol 1989), grain boundaries in germanium (Payne et al 1987, Tarnow et al
1989) and the germanium (100) surface (Needels et a1 1987). A slightly different
approach has been advocated by Gillan (1989) and applied to a calculation of the formation energy of the aluminium vacancy; it retains the fundamental Car-Parrinello
principle of calculating the electronic structure and the geometry simultaneously, hut
sacrifices information about the atomic dynamics in favour of a more efficient a l p
rithm, based on the conjugate-gradient method, for finding the overall minimum in
the energy function; the electronic part of the energy functional is still obtained from
the local density approximation with a plane-wave basis.
In the work described in this and the following paper, we seek to apply the principles of the above methods to many of the much more complicated problems in physics
and chemistry which involve both electronic excitation and structural distortion of
molecules. This is out of the question with ob initio methods of electronic structure, since the calculations listed above already strain present-day computers to the
limit; rather, we seek to replace the local density approximation by the semi-empirical
approximations of quantum chemistry (Pople and Beveridge 1970), which have been
tested on a wide variety of molecules over many years and whose successes and limitations are well known. Because we wish to retain information about the dynamics
of the system we use the molecular-dynamics method with simulated annealing for
the atomic motion. However, we find that, with the minimal basis sets used in the
semi-empirical zero-differential-overlap methods, the advantages of using molecular
dynamics to relax the electronic wavefunctions disappear. In the next section we introduce the semi-empirical approach to electronic structure and derive expressions for
the forces experienced by the atoms during the dynamical process. We then discuss
the difficulties inherent in enforcing the orthogonality constraint if the wavefunctions
are made to relax by following dynamical equations of motion and explain why we have
not adopted this approach. Finally we explain the capabilities of the method as we
have implemented it and give examples of its use to calculate a number of properties
of small molecules.
2. Introduction to semi-emprical approximations

The two basic approximations of Bartree-Fock theory are the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation and the assumption that the overall electronic wavefunction can be
written in terms of a single Slater determinant of one-electron wavefunctions. These
one-electron functions are usually made u p of a linear combination of atomic orbitals,
often either Gaussian orbitals of some form or Slater-type orbitals (STO). The latter
are used here. In zero external magnetic field it can be assumed, without loss of
generality, that both the basis orbitals and the expansion coefficients are real. By
expressing the wavefunctions in LCAO terms as:
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where U is a spin label and the Schrijdinger equation is replaced by a pair of matrix
equations, where the elements of the matrices are the molecular orbital expansion CD.
efficients. We follow standard practice in labelling atomic orbitals with Greek s u e e s
and molecular orbitals with Roman ones. These matrix equations (the Bartree-FockRoothaan or HFR equations) are:

C(Fi”- A,“s,,)c;i

=0

Y

or

F U d = Sc“X“.
Here X u is the (diagonal) matrix of one-electron energies for spin
matrix and F“ is the Fock matrix for spin U ,given by

(2)
U,

S is the overlap

H is the one-electron Hamitonian matrix and P“ is the bond-order matrix for spin
defined in turn by

U

occupied

.Ii.;;

Pfp=
i

PAp = PIp

+ Pr-,”

(4)

and

We use atomic units, in which m, = h = e = 4m, = 1.
The total electronic energy in Hartree-Fock theory is given by:

and it is clear that, in principle, a large number (N4, where N is the number of basis
orbitals) of two-electron integrals will have to be calculated before we obtain the Fock
matrix or the electronic energy.
The zerc-differential-overlap (ZDO) approximation (Parr 1952) consists of the neglect of a large number of these integrals and has two parts. The first part of the
approximation assumes orthogonality between basis functions, i.e. replaces S,, by
6,”; the second part amumes
(P~IXP)

(PPIXX)~,,~A~.

(7)

These approximations should be invariant under rotation of local coordinate axes
(producing mixing of the p orbitals) or hybridization (which will mix s and p orbitals of
the same principal quantum number). This invariance is discussed more fully by Pople
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and Beveridge (1970) and requires that the Coulomb integral (pp1AA) be independent
of the angular dependence of the basis functions; it is therefore a consequence of the
ZDO approximation that we can express all Coulomb integrals in terms of s orbitals
and they will be functions of interatomic distance only.
The next step is to choose the matrix elements that are retained in the ZDO
approximation by selected fits to experimental data. A number of fitting schemes
have been proposed; those used here are CNDO/Z (the original CNDO method is no
longer used, and the qualification ‘ / z ’ will henceforth be dropped) and INDO. CNDO
(complete neglect of differential overlap) assumes the ZDO approximation completely,
while INDO (intermediate neglect of differential overlap) retains aU one-centre, twoelectron integrals and assumes ZDO only for two-centre integrals. The only extra
integrals that INDO retains are one-centre exchange integrals of the form (pAIpA).
Further approximations of the two methods are involved in calculating the Hamiltonian matrix elements, and are outlined by Pople and Beveridge (1970). CNDO and
INDO calculate tw-centre terms in the same manner, and so the two-centre components of the Fock matrices will differ only in that the bond order matrices will not be
the same. The open-shell Fock matrix elements in lNDO are:

Pi” = (2PP”- p;”)(PYlPv)
1

= ,“ABSp~(&

F p ~

+

- p;”(PPlvY)
- ‘iv7AB

p, v on same atom

(86)

p on A,

(84

Y

on B

where PAA=
PPI.and 2, is the charge on the core of atom B.
The terms in these matrix elements fall into three categories:

(i) (UPp},
{pi} and the one-centre, two-electron integrals are constant parameters
of the method and can be set a t the start of the calculation. The integrals can be
calculated ab initio while standard values, optimized for a broad range of compounds,
exist for the other parameters (Pople a n d Beveridge 1970); note that no parameters are
chosen explicitly to optimize the results of the calculations on conjugated polymers
reported in the following paper. KAB is chosen (entirely empirically) to be unity,
unless either atom A or atom B is from the third row of the periodic table, in which
case ICAB= 0.75.
(ii) {PPv}etc need to be recalculated whenever we update our estimate of the
wavefunction.
(iii) {S,,”}and {+tAB} also need to be recalculated, but in this case they depend
on the estimated atomic geometry rather than directly on the wavefunctions.

3. The total energy and atomic forces

The total energy in INDO is given by the expression:
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+

+p ~ e ) +
~ ~ ,

KABs~~(K~
p

uonB

zAzBR~~

(9)

A B<A

Orbital p is attached to atom A and it is understood that a summation over two
orbitals or atoms explicitly ezckudes the case for which they are the same. The derivative of the total energy with respect to a general atomic coordinate X; is somewhat
simpler, since of the electronic parameters only {SPv}and {yAB) actually involve
twmcentre integrals:

Equation (10) makes the physical meaning of each term clear: the first term represents
the force due to the exchange interaction between electrons on atoms A and B, the
second represents the electronic overlap, the third the electron-electron and c o r m r e
repulsion and the fourth the attraction between electrons on atom A and the core of
atom B. Exactly the same expression applies for CNDO.
We have assumed that we can neglect the derivatives of the bond order matrices
in calculating the energy derivatives. If we were using the full, many-electron Hamiltonian and the exact eigenfunctions, this neglect would be justified by the HellmanFeynman theorem. It has been shown by Slater (1974) that this assumption is also
valid in Hartree-Fock theory, provided that the eigenfunctions are exact (Slater’s proof
is outlined in the case of X - LI theory but since it relies only on the wwefunctions
being calculated by a variational principle for its validity, it applies in Bartree-Fock
theory also). We are tacitly assuming, therefore, that the instantaneous eigenfunctions remain very close to the Hartree-Fock ground state during the calculation. The
failure of this approximation would be reflected by a failure of energy conservation in
undamped molecular dynamics. We return to this point below.
The force acting on an atom is given by F = -VE so,using Mi for the mass of
atom i and Xias an atomic coordinate:

M.X.
= --.aE
I
,

ax,

Using the Verlet algorithm (Verlet 1967) to expand the atomic coordinates as asecondorder Taylor series, using a time step At and damping by a factor (i.e. reducing all
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atomic velocities by a factor [ at each step), we obtain:

1
Ai
Efficient choice of At and E is important if we are to reach a minimum-energy geometry
as quickly as possible; a guide to how this may be done is given in appendix A. We
have found that a more effective choice of numerical integration algorithm for the ionic
equations of motion, particularly when no damping is applied, is that due to Beeman
(1976), which uses information from the last three evaluations of the forces in the
calculation of the new ionic positions:

V,(t) = - [ X i ( t ) - X i ( i - A t ) ] .

This form produces ionic trajectories almost indistinguishable from those given by the
Verlet algorithm (12a) but gives superior energy conservation. This issue is discussed
further in Appendix B.
We are now (in principle) able to perform the simulated annealing process which
minimizes the energy of the system. All that remains is to calculate the overlap and
Coulomb integrals S,,, , yAB and their derivatives with respect to atomic coordinates.
The methods used are outlined below, after a brief description of the STO we use as a
basis set.
4. The basis functions: Slater-type orbitals and their derivatives

Slater-type orbitals
orbital exponent:

+nlmc

are defined in terms of three quantum numbers and an

+nlmc = N(n)q,,,r"-'exp(-Cr).
(13)
The orbital exponent, c, is found empirically; in particular, in GNDO and INDO it is
treated as a function of n only. The radial normalization factor N ( n ) is:

N(n) = [(2c)~n+'/(2n)!]''~.
(14)
We use real STO with angular parts chosen such that the orbitals point along clearly
defined directions. These real combinations are given by Wallace (1989).
We obtain the derivatives of the Coulomb integrals yAB with respect to the atomic
positions analytically (Wallace 1989), while the derivatives of the overlap matrix elements S,,,may be obtained by differentiating the wavefunctions, expressing the result
in terms of new Slater-type orbitals and integrating over these in the usual way. Thus

where
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The coefficients d,, are given by Wallace (1989). This method was first suggested by
Pulay and Torok (1973).
5. Calculation of the wavefunction

In the original method of Car and Parrinello (1985) the wavefunctions are calculated
by a simulated molecular dynamical (MD) method. Just as the atomic coordinates are
determined by equation (1%) or (I%), the principle can be extended to calculation of
the wavefunctions by replacing the coordinate X i by cPi and introducing a fictitious
mass m for the wavefunction. The evolution is, however, constrained by the require
ment that the wavefunctions remain orthonormal; if the number of basis functions is
N and the number of occupied orbitals M , this imposes M ( M 1)/2 conditions of
the form:

+

E c p i c P j= 6ij.
P

Each condition requires O ( N ) multiplications and additions, so the total number of operations required is O ( M * N ) . Straightforward matrix diagonalization requires O ( N 3 )
operations (although some modern routines can take 0(N2log N ) ) , so there is a substantial advantage in the Car-Parinello method if N >> M . If, however, we use an
STO basis, the numbers of basis functions and of occupied orbitals are similar and part
of the advantage in the MD technique is lost.
A similar problem involving the application of external constraints to a system
has been examined by Ryckaert el Q / (1977) who considered the dynamics of small
hydrocarbon molecules under the constraint of fixed bond lengths. The constraints
must be maintained ezactly throughout the calculation, even though the wavefunctions
will only satisfy the equations of motion to limited accuracy (i.e. to O ( A l ) 2 if the
\‘erlet algorithm is used). They proposed two methods for ensuring orthogonality: the
constraints can be satisfied simultaneously by a matrix method, or in turn, by allowing
the wavefunctions t o move freely, and then orthogonalizing. In view of the difficulties
involved in these schemes, and also of the reduced benefit of the molecular-dynamical
approach to solving for the wave function when the total number of basis states does
not greatly exceed the number of orbitals, we have adopted the conceptually simpler
solution of diagonalizing the Fock matrix a fixed number of times at each geometry,
using the resulting eigenvectors to construct a new bond-order matrix and re-calculate
the forces on each ion for the next iteration. We expect this t o work if, roughly
speaking, the time step used for the atomic motion is sufficiently small that the change
in atomic positions does not pull the Fock matrix away from self-consistency faster
than diagonalization at constant geometry would push it towards sell-consistency.
6. Extensions to the relaxation routines

It is a simple process to extend the relaxation method to include consideration of
various extra forces and constraints. Those implemented at present, with brief details
of how they affect the calculation of the molecular energy and the atomic forces, are
summarized below.
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6.1. Eztemal forces

It may sometimes be desirable to apply external forces to some of tbe atoms in a
molecule (in order to examine the behaviour of a molecule under pressure, for example,
or to prevent an unstable system from breaking apart). This is trivially done by
adding the force directly to that calculated using equation (10) and by adding a term
FiRi to the total energy.

- xi

6.2. Applied force fields and constmints
When considering the behaviour of certain molecules (in particular biological
molecules, but the same principle could apply to the study of adsorbed gas molecules)
it may be advantageous to study them in conjunction with some substrate (typically,
in the case of biological molecules, a receptor of some kind). I t may not be feasible
directly to incorporate the substrate molecule into the relaxation calculation (either
because its nature is not known, or because it is too large for such a calculation to
be worthwhile), so the facility has been added to specify an effective force field to
represent the substrate. It is also possible to constrain the relaxation by preventing
individual atoms from moving in particular directions.
6.3. Electric fields
The behaviour of molecules in the presence of an electric field is also easily examined.
The field need not be uniform throughout the molecule, but there is the constraint
that the field at an atom must not vary significantly over a distance shorter than the
relevant orbital exponent. If we are concerned with the field due to a point charge,
for example, this condition will be satisfied provided that the distance from any atom
to the charge is much greater than the orbital exponent (typical orbital exponents are
in the range 1-2 au, or about 0.5-1.0 A, so this should not normally pose a problem).
Should it be necessary to work with fields that do vary significantly over a shorter
distance than this, the calculations below will need to be repeated without making
the approximation that the potential can be expanded to first order about an atomic
nucleus.
Application of an electric field is the only one of these extensions that will directly
affect the wave functions. The Hamiltonian must be modified to take account of the
added potential by changing its elements by:

bH,” = - ( P l w .

(18)
We write V ( R + r ) = V ( R )- c ( r ) r ,where R represents the nuclear position, r the
electronic coordinates relative to R and is the electric field at the nucleus in atomic
units. The only non-zero matrixelements are diagonal elementsof the form {plV(R)lu)
and off-diagonal elements of the form (slzIp,), where the orbitals are centred on the
same atom (the two-centre terms are negelected in the ZDO approximation). The first
of these integrals is trivial, as V ( R ) is independent of r, while the second is easily
calculated:

= (2n + 1 ) % / ( 2 < 4

~~

~

(19)
The electric field also contributes Z c ( R ) to the force on an atomic core and Z V ( R )
to the core energy. The adjustments to the Hamiltonian will affect the energy of the
molecule but we must also alter the forces explicitly, since our previous assumption
that the Hamiltonian matrix elements were independent of position is no longer valid.
It is necessary to add a force -PAAc(R), with PAAas defined following equation (8).
(Sl.IP,)
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6.4. Fixing hydrogen atoms to their hosts
In a number of cases it is disadvantageous for the hydrogen atoms in a molecule to be
allowed to move freely; for example, the geometry optimization would be accelerated
by using a large time step, but this time step would lead to instability in the highfrequency oscillations within the molecule, which will normally be those oscillations
involving hydrogen atoms. Accordingly, the facility to freeze hydrogen atoms to their
host atoms has been included; if necessary, the positions of the hydrogen atoms can
be optimized in a separate calculation. Note that the hydrogen atoms feel no forces
in this case but move in parallel to the host atom.
7. Implementation

The relaxation program has been implemented on an 8 MHz IBM-PC for molecules of
up to 26 atoms or 65 orbitals, and on an IBM 3084 mainframe for molecules of up to
100 atoms or 300 orbitals (the low ratio of orbitals required per atom is a consequence
of the large proportion of hydrogen atoms in the molecules under consideration, since
only a valence basis set is used). The latter version has also been implemented on the
CRAY-2 at Harwell. The memory required is rather less than 100N2 bytes, where
N is the number of basis orbitals, and the mainframe version takes up approximately
7.5 Mbytes of storage. It is however the CPU time required that is the principal factor
limiting the size of system that can be treated. For large systems this will increase
as N 3 , as the matrix diagonalization is the time-limiting step, but when considering
small systems the calculation of overlap integrals and their derivatives will continue
to be an important element and the calculation time will increase less quickly. Since
overlap integrals may in general be assumed to be small for interatomic separations of
greater than about 5 .&(they contain a factor exp(-2<R), where the orbital exponent
is greater than 1 a.u. for most of the atoms we consider), the facility is included to
specify a limit of atomic separation beyond which all overlap integrals will be neglected
and all Coulomb integrals replaced by 1/R; this can lead to considerable savings of
time when considering long molecules such as the polymer models investigated in the
following paper. That the 5 8, limit suggested above is a reasonable approximation
can be seen by examining figure 1, which plots two sample Coulomb integrals and has
a curve of 1/R for comparison.

<

8. Applications of the method

Our method was originally developed to study the molecular structure and chargechain coupling in conjugated polymers. These studies are described in the following
paper. However, its speed and flexibility mean that it can be used to investigate the
ground state properties of any systems which are well treated by CNDO and INDO;
these include most organic molecules. Since the cost of optimizing the geometry of
a molecule has been made comparable to the cost of calculating its wavefunctions
at fixed geometry, it is now feasible to calculate the dipole moments of molecules in
their optimal geometry state (section 8.2). This enables us to understand better the
strengths and weaknesses of the CNDO method.
By applying a uniform electric field to the molecule under consideration we can
find theoretical polarizabilities in a non-perturbative manner and account for that part
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of the polarizability due to a molecule's ability to distort in a field. The results of these
calculations are given in section 8.3 and reproduce well the self-consistent perturbative
results in the cases in which these are available, although aslight improvement on the
perturbative results is noticeable.
The study of molecular vibrations is also possible in a number of cases and may be
useful where a valence force potential model is not suitable (see paper 11). Some simple
examples are given in section 8.4 which demonstrate the consistent overestimation of
phonon frequencies by CNDO.

8.1. Geometry optimization
CNDO has had much success in predicting ground state geometries for a range of

(mostly organic) molccules (Pople and Beveridge 1970 section 4.2, Sadlej 1985 section 5.4). However, the methods used have often been time-consuming and unreliable,
These have included discrete stepping through candidate geometries, (Pople and Beveridge 1970); minimization methods which involve calculating only the energy a t each
geometry (Powell 1964); and techniques involving calculating the total energy and its
first derivative at each geometry (McIver and Komornicki 1971). The latter authors
compared their method with that of Powell, using the geometry optimization ofethene
as an example. The starting geometry had a C = C bond length of 1.34 C-€I bond
lengths of 1.10 and all bond angles were 120'. The convergence criterion was that
the change in any atomic coordinate must not exceed 0.01 A in any step, The Powell
method required 37 calculations of the total energy before the geometry met this criterion, while that of McIver and Komornicki required only 7 such calculations. Each
energy calculation requires about 5 matrix diagonalizations (they did not specify the
precision to which they required the energy), so the two methods required approximately 185 and 35 matrix diagonalizations, respectively, while that used here required
11 diagonalizations for the same degree of convergence.
Two examples of results generated by the geometry optimization process are given.
The series obtained by the increasing fluorination of methane is examined (table 1)
and the ground state geometry of methanol is obtained (table 2). In the former caSe
the trends observed experimentally are reproduced well qualitatively, albeit less well
quantitatively.

A

A,
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Table 1. Calculated and experimental geometries for the Buoromethanes. Experimental results are piven in brackets; for the original references,see table 4.7 of Pople
and Beveridge (1970). Experimental values for the C-H bond length and the H-C-H
angle in CHzFz are not available.
Bond lengths (A)
C-H
CHI
CH3F
CHzFz
CHFa
CF4

Bond angles (degrees)

C F

H-C-H

F-C-F

1.114 (1.093)
109.5 (109.5)
1.118 (1.105) 1.344 (1.385) 109.7 (109.9)
1.121
1.342 (1.36) 110.9
102.0 (108.5)
1.123 (1.098) 1.341 (1.332)
1063 (108.8)
1.338 (1,317)
109.5 (109.5)

Table 2. Calculated and experimental grounhtate geometries of methanol. Experimental results are those of Ivash and Dennison (1953);asteriskz denote assumed
values. It is not clear how Ivash and Denmison reconcile their assumption that the
methyl group is perfectly tetrahedral with their non-zero value for the angle 8.

Theory (CNDO, this work)

Experiment

0-H

1.121
1.368
1.033

1.09.
1.43
0.94

Bond angles (degrees)
C-0-H
H-C-H
H-C-0
H3-c-0 angle 0

105.2
108.3
108.4. 111.7
2.2

Bond lengths (A)
C-H

c-0

1059
109.5'

109.5'
3.2

The ground-state geometry of methanol has been examined experimentally by
Ivash and Dennison (1953) and agrees well with that predicted by CNDO (it is well
known that CNDO tends to over-predict the 0-H bond length by up to 0.1 A). It is
correctly predicted that the staggered form is more stable (figure 2), and that the
methyl group is bent away from the C-0 bond by a small angle, labelled a in the
figure (see table 2). The value obtained by Ivash and Dennison is slightly larger
than that predicted by cNDO, but relied for its derivation on the assumption that the
methyl group was purely tetrahedral, with a C-H bond length 1.09 A. To reach an
optimal geometry to within the convergence criterion of McIver and Komornicki (see
above) required only 12 matrix diagonalizations, the equivalent of just three energy
calculations at fixed geometry.

H'

Figure 2. Geometry of methanol (see table 1).
Note that the axis of themethyl group is shifted
slightly away from the C-0 bond.
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8.2. Charge disfribution and dipobmoment calculations
In this section we examine how the successful CNDO predictions of molecular dipole
moments (table 4.18 Pople and Beveridge 1970) are altered when these are evaluated
at the minimum-energy CNDO geometry, rather than with standard values for bond
angles and bond lengths (Pople and Gordon 1967). This enables us to see to what
extent the discrepancies in earlier work are due to the CNDO method, as opposed to
the choice of geometry.
I t should be noted that the dipole moment associated with a bond actually varies
rather slowly with the bond length. Consideration of an HF molecule with different
bond lengths shows that the charge stored on each atom is slightly reduced as the bond
length increases and that the dipole moment associated with the orbitals forming the
bond is reduced more substantially, leaving the overall dipole moment changed by at
least an order of magnitude less (proportionately) than the bond length (table 3).
Table 3. Dipole moment of HF
Bond length (A)

Atomic charge

0.95

0.233
0.229

1.00

0.226

1.05
1.10

0.223

0.90

I L ~a

0.221

fundion of bond length
Dipole moment ( D )
ALoms

Bond

Total

1.008
1.047
1.087
1.126
1.167

0.839
0.808

1847
1.855
1,861
1.867
1.872

0.774
0.740
0.705

The bond angles in a molecule may affect the predicted dipole moment, however,
and the standard geometrical models fail to account for any change in these from their
perfect (tetrahedral, trigonal or linear) values. One obvious case to consider is the
series H,O -+ CH,OH
CH,OCH,, where steric effects open out the bond angle at
the oxygen with increasing size of the attached groups. CNDO correctly predicts that
the dipole moment should decrease along this series b u t underestimates the extent of
this decrease and somewhat overestimates the dipole moments themselves (table 4).
Using optimized geometries rather than the standard geometries does improve the
results somewhat, but this correction is not sufficient to account for the discrepancy
and it is necessary to conclude that the error is inherent in the method.

-

Table 4. Theoretical and experimental dipole moments (debys). The original
references for the experimental data are given in table 4.18 of Pople and Beveridge
(1970).

Ha0
CHJOH
CH30CH3

Standard geometry

Optimized geometry

Experiment

2.10
1.94
1.83

2.10

1.85
1.G9

1.85
1.75

1.30

Finally we consider the fluoromethanes, whose geometries we discussed above. The
dipole moments of fluoromethane (CH3F) and fluoroform (CHF,) are predicted, using
the standard geometries, to be very similar, as should be the case if each fluorine atom
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attracts an equal charge away from the central carbon atom, irrespective of how many
other fluorine atoms are already attached to it. Experimentally, the dipole moment
of CH3F is rather higher (1.855 D compared with 1.645 D), presumably because the
fluorine atoms find it more difficult to attract charge when there are more of them.
Use of the optimized geometries, however, predicts the reverse (dipole moments of
1.60 D and 1.98 D for CH3F and CHF, respectively) and it is clear that this is due
to the underprediction of the F-C-F hood angle in CHF, (table 1).

8.3. Molecular polarizabiliiies
Calculations of molecular polarizabilities have previously been carried out within the
CNDO approximation by a perturbative method, assuming &xed molecular geometry
(Davies 1969). As with the study of dipole moments (section 8.2) it is interesting
to see how the use of optimized molecular geometries affects the results obtained.
The method used here is non-perturbative, in that it involves merely optimizing the
geometry of a molecule with an externally applied electric field and measuring the
change in dipole moment associated with the field. A polar molecule must be held
tixed in some way if the polarizability at an angle to the dipole moment is to be
measured, as the molecule will otherwise rotate to bring its dipole moment towards
the direction of the applied field. However, when measuring the polarizability along
the axis of the moment, or that of a non-polar molecule, this constraint is not necessary
and the molecule can be allowed to relax completely.
Table 5. Polarizability of HF as a function of bond length
Bond length (A)

011

012

Total a

0.90
0.95
1.00

0.32
0.38
0.44

-0.02
-0.02

0.30

1.00.

0.57
0.51
0.59

-0.05 0.51
-0.02 0.50

1.05

1.10

(A3)

0.36

-0.02 0.43

-0.01

0.58

denotes that the molecule was allowed to relax. The equilibrium bond length in
HF is calculated to be 0.99985 A and this increases by approximately 3 A per atomic
unit of field for small fields.

The polarizability of a molecule is a much more sensitive function of the geometry
than the dipole moment, as can be seen if we consider the case of hydrogen fluoride
again (table 5). The components a1and a2of the polarizability correspond to changes
in the two components of the dipole moment, those parts due, respectively, to charge
separation between the atoms and to polarization of the bond itself (as in table 3). (A
change in dipole moment of 1 D per atomic unit of field corresponds to a polarizability
volume of 0.0584 A3.)
It is clear (table 5) that the part of a molecule’s polarizability due to the polarizability of the interatomic bonds themselves is insignificant within the CNDO approximation, and that the important term arises from the movement of charge between
the two atoms. Allowing the molecule to distort may make a significant contribution
to the molecular polarizability when the molecule is already highly polar (as in this
case) or when the effective force constant preventing distortion is small, which might
be the case in some biological molecules.
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Table 6. T h e o r e t i d and experimental molecular plarizabitities
CNDO’

Hf

os=
my”

Ng
oyy

HF

os.
oyg

C ~ H I os*
ay.
oz.
C2He a=.
myy

0.21

0.00
1.10
0.40
032
0.03
2.40
1.10
0.50
1.26
1.23

1.60
1.20

0.63
0.22
4.08
2 s
1.77
3.78
3.76

(AJ).

CNDO:

Ab initiod

Erpaimentc

0.46

1.29
0.80
4.67
1.27
0.79,0.86‘
0.36, 0.62

0.93
0.72
2.38
1.45
0.96
0.72
5.61
3.59’ 3.965
3.59’ 3.38s
5.48
3.97

0.00
1.64
0.82
0.51
0.03
2.55
1.15
0.46
1.49
1.40

D a v i s (1969).
Davies 119691 with the inclusion of 2~ orbitah on the hvdroasl
. - atom.
c Seu-coAisten’t cdcuktions (this woi-1;).
KoUuer and Ksrplus (1963) except whem stated.
Landolt and Bomstein (1951) except where stated
Stevens and Lipxomb (1964).
S Derived using the empirical bond polarizabilities given by Denbigh (1940).
* Assuming rotational symmetry.

‘

CNDO quantitative predictions of molecular polarizabilities are poor, presumably
owing t o its failure to treat bond polarizabilities in a satisfactory manner. This is
principally a consequence of the use of a valence-only basis set; studies by Davies (1969)
of the effect of including 2p orbitals on hydrogen atoms lead to slightly improved results
but the correlation with experimental values is still, at best, tenuous. The principal
values of the polarizability tensors of various molecules are given in table 6. It is clear
that a significant improvement may be obtained by using an ab initio method and
a larger basis set; both sets of authors using this method obtained results in much
better agreement with experiment than the CNDO results, except in the case of the
polarizability of N, along its axis (the axes are defined such that the molecular axis is
the z axis, and that the ethene molecule lies in the z-y plane). The basis sets they use
are substantially larger than the STO valence basis set used here. In particuIar, the
CNDO results are very poor when describing the off-axispolarizabilities; as mentioned
before, CNDO only accounts adequately for polarizabilities due to physical charge
separation and this is not the major contribution to the polarizability perpendicular
to a bond.
However, the possibility of using CNDO to predict molecular polarizabilities should
not be entirely excluded; although the values it predicts are too low, the underprediction is fairly consistent and certainly sufficiently regular to allow a reasonable prediction of the experimental value. If we look at the mean polarizabilities of a range of
organic molecules (table 7) we can see that the underprediction leads to theoretical
values that are between 24% and 33% of the experimental results in all but one case.

8.4. Vibrational frequencies
CNDO will rarely be the optimal method for the calculation of vibrational frequencies.
Methods using valence force potentials exist (for a review of the use of valence force
potentials, see Allinger 1976), and the force constants used therein have been well
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Table 7. Mean polarizabilities (A3)

NH3
HCN
CH4
CCl,
CzHz

CBHB
CzH4

CzHs
a

CNDO

Experiment*

Ratio C N D O :
Experiment

0.64
0.84

2.26
2.59
2.60
10.50
3.33

0.29
0.32
0.24
0.29
0.27

0.63
3.02
0.91
4.14
1.39
1.43

10.32

0.40

4.26
4.72

0.33

0.30

Landolt and Bornstein (1951)

parametrized to fit existing data, resulting in the ability to generate an accurate set
of theoretical frequencies for most molecules.
In certain special cases, however, it will not be possible to use valence force potentials. One such case is the treatment of vibrations in a charged or electronically
excited state (since the bond orders, and hence the force constants, will change on
excitation or charging) and another is the study of conjugated polymers. Although
some computer programs using valence force potentials can handle systems with conjugated ?r electrons, they mostly do so by calculating a bond order for each bond
(within Hiickel theory) and using an empirical bond order-force constant relationship
to derive a force constant. This fails t o take into account properly electron-phonon
coupling and is thus expected t o overestimate the frequencies of the Raman-active
phonons in polyacetylene (see paper 11).
The calculation of vibrational frequencies within CNDO is a problem that has
been studied by Pulay (1969, and a number of subsequent papers), who calculated
force constants by a double differentiation process. Performing both differentiations
analytically is not feasible and performing them both numerically is immensely timeconsuming (although Mori and Kurihara (1988) have recently studied the localized
modes around a soliton in &PA within the MNDO approximation by performing both
differentiations numerically), so Pulay suggested performing the first differentiation
analytically and the second numerically. Calculation of a complete force constant
matrix by this method requires 3N total energy calculations, and for small molecules
this presents no problem.
For large molecules, and particularly in cases for which we only require the frequencies of certain specific modes, it will be quicker to use the molecular dynamical method
of this paper to allow the molecule t o vibrate in real time and find the frequencies of
the normal modes by Fourier transforming this vibration. The details of this method
are outlined here, and it is applied to a few small molecules in order to compare the
frequencies obtained with experiment. It should be stressed that, for molecules of the
size considered in this section, the method of Pulay is more appropriate; only for large
molecules does the real-time method lead to significant savings in computation.
The modes whose frequencies we require can be selected by careful choice of the
initial geometry. To take a simple example, to find the frequency of the symmetric
C H stretch (the breathing mode) in methane requires a symmetric initial geometry,
with the C-H bonds all slightly stretched. The total length of time over which the
molecule must be allowed to vibrate depends on the precision to which we want the
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frequency, and the choice of time step involves a trade-off between the extent to which
too large a time step will degrade the harmonic motion of the system and the extra
number ofsteps required if the time step is too small. A time step of 1 unit (where the
program's natural unit of time is fi,,
atomic units, or 1.036fs) is in general found
to be suitable.
The example of the breathing mode in methane was used to illustrate the method.
The molecule was allowed to vibrate for 200 time steps, and this means that values of
the Fourier transform can be calculated at frequency intervals of 0.031 units (boundary conditions dictate that the frequency used for the transform must take the form
2na/(N 1)r). One unit of frequency corresponds to 5118 cm-', 80 the separation
between successive frequencies is approximately 160 cm-'. By simply noting the p e
sition of the peak, the frequency of the mode can be obtained to f80 cm-l, which
may be good enough for our purposes but can be improved significantly by looking
more closely at the Fourier transform (figure 3) in the following manner.

+

-21

0

' 0'2 '

I

OL

' O'K '

'

08

'

'

10

Y

' 1'1

'

Figure 3. Fouria transformof the C-H bond
length in methane obtained from a dynamicd
m. The line is a guide to the eye. Units
are the natural units ol the program in which
w = 1 represents 5118 cm-I, so the peak is
observed at 4800 cm-'.

Define an effective Fourier transform F(w) by:

Then, if we replace the summation by an integral and assume that the displacement
f(t) takes the form A cos(Qt), we get (for w e $2):

F ( w ) a l / ( w - Q).

(21)

This changes sign as the estimated frequency, U ,passes Q, and the ratio of the peak
heights at either side of this sign change can give us the actual frequency, Q, to much
better precision than before. If we use w, to represent 2mrr/(N l)r,and choose m
such that $2lies between wm and w,+~, we then have:

+

The measured peak heights of figure 3 are -0.98 and 5.95, respectively, at w = 0.911
and 0.942, so the frequency of the vibration is calculated to be 0.938 units, equivalent
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Figure 4. Fourier transform of one m r dinate of the carbon atom in formaldehyde.
The initial conditions were such that only the
two antisymmetric n o d modes are present.
The peaks are not 90 sharp (YI in ligpre 3 but
freqwncies may he accurately extraded by
fitting curves of the form given in (24); the
solid Lines are such !its for each of the two
p&.
The units of frequency are BE in figure 3 and ths peaks occur at 1290 cm-l (antisymmetric bend) and 4875 cm-' ( a n t i s p metric C-H streth).

z.z

t

-C-C

ICzHsl

C-C lCH$NI
C-H ICHzO symn I
C-H ICHZO anllsymm I
C=O lCH2Ol
C-H [ C H I symm I
C-H ICH' ontlsymn I
C=C lC2H'I
CEN fHCNl
C-H IHCNI

H-CIN

1

H-C-H ICHzO symm 1
H-C-H I C H t 0 antisymm 1-1

0

Rotlo of
Bending modes

ColCU'oted
obserwd
f requencies

Stretching modcr

Figure 5 . Diagrammatic representation of the amount by which vibration frequencies are over-predicted by CNDO. Note that the ratias are strongly clustered in a
very narrow region except for the C-H bending modes (whox frequencies are only
slightly over-predicted)and the C-C stretching modes (forwhich the over-predidion
is rather greater than the norm). These ratios can be used t o scale down the frequencies calculated by CNDO for other vibrations of similar type.

to 4800 cm-'. Without this correction, we would have estimated 4825 cm-'. This
value is correct to better than *lo cm-'. Sometimes the atomic motion is slightly
damped, however, and the resulting Fourier transform is not as sharp as that of
figure 3. It is still desirable to know the normal mode frequency to the same precision,
however, and how this may be done is illustrated for the case of formaldehyde (CH,O).
An initial state with the antisymmetric modes excited was used, and the resulting
Fourier transform is shown in figure 4. Assuming that the atomic displacement now
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takes the damped form:
f(t) = Acos(Rt)exp(-kt)

(23)

with k small, it is easy to repeat the calculation of F(w) and the result is (again for
w

EJ

0):

+

where S is a constant and C = tan(Rr(N 1)/2). It is straightforward to fit the
observed F(w) values to a curve of this form and even a fit by eye can lead to a value
of R precise to better than 10 cm-'. In figure 4, the lines are fits by eye and the
calculated vibrational frequencies are 1290 cm-' and 4875 cm-', respectively.
Comparison between vibrational frequencies calculated using this method and their
experimental values confirms that the theoretical values are, without exception, too
large. This is expected, since CNDO overpredicts force constants by a factor typically
between 2 and 3 (see e.g. table 5.4 Sadlej 1985, table 4 . l b Pople and Beveridge 1970).
Just as in the study of polarizabilities, however, systemic overprediction means that
we can allow for it and adjust our calculated values accordingly. We examine the
factor by which the frequencies are overpredicted in a few sample cases in table 8. In
the main, the values of table 8 fall in the range 1.54 to 1.73, with the C-H bending
mode values substantially lower and the C-C stretching mode values rather higher.
They are shown in diagrammatic form as figure 5.
Table 8. Vibrational frequencies.

HCN bend
CEN stretch
C-H stretch
CH2O symmetric bend
antisymmetric bend
symmetric C-H stretch
antisymmetric G H stretch

C=O stretch
CH, breathing mode
antisymmetric C-H stretch
C ~ H IC=C stretch
%Ha C-C stretch
CHJCN 0-C stretch

Observed

Calculated (cm-l)
(Thiswork)

Ratio calculated:
observed

712
2089
3312
1503
1280
2780
2874

1100
3320
5190
1610

1.54
1.59
1.57
1.07
1.01
1.73
1.70

1744

2880
4 m
4950
2640
2190
1840

2914
3020
1623
993
918

1290

4810
4875

1.65
1.65
1.64
1.62
2.20
2.00

Henberg (1945)

9. Conclusion

We have described the principles and implementation of a method of determining
equilibrium geometries and dynamics of molecules when their electronic structure is
calculated using the CNDO and INDO semi-empirical methods. The resulting program
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is sufficiently fast that it can be run on a PC for small molecules, and with a large
computer it is able to tackle very mmplicated problems. Such an application, to the
structure and dynamics of defects in conducting polymers, is described in the following
paper (paper 11).
The self-consistent geometry optimization process described here can be applied
to the study of any system where electron-lattice coupling is important, subject to the
condition that it be well described by a semi-empirical method similar to CNDO. This
enables both the study of a wide range of classical defect theory and the examination
of the behaviour of molecular systems in ground, excited or charged states.
Two further features of this method lend it to a number of additional areas of
study: firstly, its dynamical nature means that chemical reaction pathways can be investigated; molecules can even be pushed towards each other in order to allow a kinetic
barrier to be overcome or to simulate an applied pressure. Secondly, the flexibility of
the method means that externally applied effects can be considered; the treatment of
a receptor molecule when considering the behaviour of the neurotransmitter serotonin
(Stoneham 1989) is just one form of external constraint that can be examined. Another area of study which has been suggested involves the use of the facility to apply
a non-uniform electric field to the system under investigation in order to consider how
the geometry of, for example, a biological molecule might, be affected by the tip of a
scanning tunnelling microscope, and thus to what extent such a method of measuring
a molecule’s structure would be useful (Ramos et al 1990).
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Appendix 1. Damping of the atomic motion
Finding the minimum energy geometry of a system by a molecular dynamical method
is strongly dependent for its efficiency on suitable choices of the time step and damping
factor. It is intuitively obvious that if a single mode of vibration is present with
frequency U , the time step should be of order l/w; in this appendix we present a brief
mathematical discussion of this point.
The iterative process for atomic relaxation leads to equation (12a) or (12b) of the
main paper. We shall concentrate on (I2a) in this appendix, although the argument
in the case of (12b) is similar. If we assume, for simplicity, that we are dealing with
one normal mode only, with equilibrium displacement zero, and that the time step
used is sufficiently small that the Fock matrix remains close to its self-consistent value
throughout the minimization process (which is essentially the Born-Oppenheimer a p
proximation), this becomes (with the obvious notation X,,E X ( t ) etc):
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Writing a = wAt, this has the solution (except for a = 1 - A, which represents
critical damping):

X, = Fa? t Sa’;

(A4

where aI and a2 are the solutions to the indicia1 equation and are given by:

= (1 + E - 2)f [(I -ay -(][(I

2a

+ .)a

-4.

(A.3)

For a = 1 - A,the solution is X, = (P t @)a”.
Except in extremely unusual circumstances, the larger (in magnitude) of these
solutions will dominate in the relaxation process. The dependence of the solutions on
a (and hence on the time step) is outlined here.
For small a, the larger root is approximately 1 a*(1 - (), so convergence is
improved by reducing the applied damping. This root becomes smaller, and the other
root increases, until they meet a t the critical damping point a = I-A, when a = A.
For 1 & < a < 1 + 8,
the roots are complex conjugates, with constant magnitude
8 and phase moving from 0 to f ? r (so the mode will decay in some oscillatory
fashion, as a real linear combination of these two solutions). At a = 1 t 8,the
roots become real again, this time both negative, and as a becomes large, the larger
root (in magnitude) tends to 1 t - a*. There are no stationary values of a. The
absolute upper limit of a for which relaxation can take place is [2(1 E)]”, above
which a < -1; this is the only possible means by which instability can be generated.
A graph of la1 against a,plotted for a range of damping factors in figure A l , shows
how an increase in E reduces the maximum speed of relaxation, hut increases the range
of frequencies over which relaxation can effectively take place. Finding optimal values
of and At therefore involves a trade-off between these two considerations; what is
important is the frequency range over which we expect to observe (and hence to have
to ‘freeze out’) normal modes.
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Figure A l . Magnitude of the roots, q and (12,of lhe indicia! equation, which
govern lhe mle of decay of normal mode amplitude, plotted against effective time
step e = wAt. The damping parametas are (I) = 0.9. (2) = 0.5 and (3) = 0.1.
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If we expect modes with angular velocities between wmk and wmu(= BA,,,),
we can obtain minimization at constant speed by choosing = [(R- l)/(R
l)]',
At = 2(wmi, w , , , ~ ) ;the amount of each normal mode will be reduced by a factor
f i at each step.
A typical range of frequencies that we may need to consider might be the range
500cm-' to 5000cm-' (recall that values calculated by CNDO tend to be 50-60%
higher than experimentally observed, so the C-H bond stretch typically observed at
around 3300 cm-' should occur at about 5000cm-' in CNDO; stretching modes involving hydrogen will normally be the highest frequency modes that need be considered.
The natural units of the calculation are such that w = 1 represents a frequency of
approximately 5120 cm-', so to optimize the speed of convergence throughout this
range we could choose 5 = 0.65, At = 1.8. In this case the amount of each normal
mode present should decay by about 20% on each step, corresponding to a requirement
of about ten steps for each extra significant figure required in the relaxed geometry. It
will be safer, if in doubt about the range of frequencies to be considered, to overdamp
the system (with, say, 5 = 0.5, At = 1.0) than to underdamp it, the more so because
of the non-linearity that may be encountered at large distortions and the possibility
of violating the Born-Oppenheimer approximation; overdamping can never lead to
instability, while underdamping can.
The advantages of a careful choice of 5 and At can be seen if we consider the geometry optimization of methane. We start (for the sake of this example) from an asymmetric state, where the initial modes present are essentially the H-C-H bend observed
at 1306 cm-' and the C-H symmetric stretch observed at 2914 cm-' (Hersberg 1945).
Consider three pairs of damping parameters: 5 = 0, At = 1 (designed to 'freeze out'
the C-H mode as quickly as possible, with no regard to the bending mode), 5 = 0.25,
At = 1.5 (designed to optimize convergence for w M 0.3-1.0, i.e. specifically chosen for
this molecule) and = 0.65, At = 1.8 (the all-purpose values above). The behaviours
of a typical C H bond length and one of the distorted H-C-H bond angles are shown
in figures A2 and A3, respectively: the first pair, as predicted, finds the equilibrium
bond length very quickly indeed, but convergence is slow as far as the angle is concerned; the all-purpose pair leads to moderately good convergence for both, but the
pair chosen specifically for methane is the best of the three, converging well within
ten steps or so (the atoms were held fixed for three steps, to allow the Fock matrix
time to reach a reasonable approximation).

<

+

+

<

Appendix 2. Errors in forces and energy conservation
There are two principal wurces of error in the molecular dynamics we describe, although neither of them has a significant effect in the calculations presented in this or
the following paper. First, there are those that arise entirely from the finite time-step
used in the integration of the ionic equations of motion, and which would be present
even if we used a simple empirical inter-atomic potential function with no reference to
the electrons. Typically, we have found that these errors introduce a high-frequency
ripple in the total energy. Second, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation assumes
that the motion of the nuclei is determined by the ground-state total energy surface of
the electron system. This energy surface defines a conservative dynamics. In a method
such as ours, the ground-state wavefunction is determined only approximately at each
step. The Hellman-Feynman forces a t each step therefore contain errors reflecting the
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Figure AZ. Change in the C-H bond length of
methane throughout a relaxation run. ParameLe= used:
: E = 0 , A i = 1; t : E = 0.25, At =
1.5; 0

: E = 0.65,At = 1.5.
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Figure Ai?. Change in the H-C-H bond angle
of methane throughout a relaxation run. Parameters used: 0 :E = O.At = 1; t : Z = 0.25, At =
1.5; 0 : E = 0.65,At = 1.5.

errors in the wavefunctions and the potential surface for the nuclei is not a singlevalued function of position. We find that this type of error introduces a long-term
damping of the atomic dynamics as energy is transferred from the ions to the electrons.
For calculations in which we wish to damp the atomic dynamics and use it simply
as a search procedure for the minimum-energy geometry of the system, these errors are
of no significance. The system will relax to a position where the Hellman-Feynman
forces are self-consistently zero, regardless of any errors made along the way. This
point bas been stressed by Gillan (1989). However, if we are to perform undamped
molecular dynamics in simulation of the actual evolution of the system, we must be
sure that the errors are not significant. We can quantify the errors of the first type
by examining the effect of using improved algorithms for the integration of the ionic
equations of motion so that the error is of higher order in the time step. The second
type of error can be quantified by examining the effect of increasing the number of
diagonalizations of the Fock matrix performed at each time step. Larger numbers
of diagonalizations will bring the electron system nearer to self-consistency at each
stage, and the dynamics will approach the results which would be obtained if we had
performed a fully self-consistent calculation at each step.
To illustrate these points, we show in figure A4 the total (kinetic plus potential)
energy as a function of time step for some test calculations performed without damping
on the formaldehyde molecule, CH,O. In figure A4(a), performed with a time step of
1.00 unit and with one diagonalization of the Fock matrix, the total energy has only
a small ripple despite large oscillations in the internal and kinetic energies separately
(not shown). In addition, there is a decay of the motion with a time constant ofseveral
tens of steps.
This steady decay reflects the damping of the dynamics that arises because the
electronic system is not in its ground state and the dynamics is not conservative. This
can be seen if we increase the number of diagonalizations of the Fock matrix per step to
four, obtaining the results shown in figure A4(b). While the high-frequency oscillations
in the energy are almost unchanged, the time constant for the decay of the motion has
increased. Figure A4(c) shows a similar calculation in which the lower-order velocity
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Figure A4. Variation of the total (kinetic plus potential) energy with time for
formaldehyde with a timestep of 1.O unit: (a) one diagonalization of the Fock matrix
per tim step using the Beeman algorithm to update the atomic positions ( b ) four
diagonalizations per time step; (c) four diagonalizations per time step using the
velocity Verlet algorithm for updating the atomic positions.
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Verlet algorithm (Swope el a1 1982) has been used instead of Beeman’s algorithm to
integrate the ionic equations of motion; here we see that the time constant is the same
but that the high-frequency ripple in the energy has increased.
It is of some interest to compare these results with those that have been reported
using the original Car-Parrinello method in which molecular dynamics is used to
evolve the electronic as well as the ionic degrees of freedom. In that case, for a 16
atom system, fluctuations in the total (kinetic plus potential) energy of the ions are
observed at a level of about lo-+ a.u. with a timestep of 1.7 x 10-16s. In figure A5
we display the total energy for a calculation using the present program with a similar
timestep. The short-period fluctuations in the total energy are similar hut the overall
decay is more rapid. This reflects the fact that the use of second-order equations of
motion is particularly effective in limiting the rate ofenergy transfer between the ionic
and electronic systems (Payne 1989). However, none of our conclusions, in this paper
or the next, are affected by this small damping over large timescales.

1taotion

Figure AS. Total energy of the formaldelwde molecule ag a function of time with
a timestep of 1.0 unit and one diagondivrtian per time step.
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